ATD 2022 International Conference & Exposition
Video Requirements

We request a video because it help the Program Advisory Committee view your audience engagement and speaking ability. It could also set your submission apart from other submissions in a very competitive track.

Guidelines:

- **ALL** speakers are welcome to submit a video even if you've spoken at ATD previously.
- First Time ATD Speakers are **REQUIRED** to upload a video.
- First-time ATD Speakers that fail to provide a video will result in the proposal submission being eliminated from final consideration.
- Videos need to be at least 60 seconds long and can be longer.
- Videos need to demonstrate you speaking to a live audience or group or delivering a virtual session.
- **DO NOT** provide videos that are an interview or marketing piece.
- Upload your video while completing the speaker profile task.
- Please note the **MAXIMUM** size limit is 2GB. The system **WILL NOT** allow anything larger. The acceptable files are .avi, .mov, and .mp4.

***If you have trouble uploading a video, please email speakers@td.org for more assistance.